
Installation instructions 

If you have purchased a package from us including a TV, just wall mount the TV on 
the wall in your desired location. 

If you do not require an infra-red extender, skip stages 2-3-4-6 

1) Carefully unpack the frame.
2) Install the Infra-red extension kit.

i. Connect the kit and USB plug provided and plug it in the socket at the back of the TV.

ii.The edge with the transparent section of the IR kit should be stuck on the TV infrared
emitter (where you see the red flashing on the TV when you press the remote control).

iii. Once you did step ii., turn your back at the TV and take the cable with the black edge in
your hand. Point the remote control at it, but not in the direction of the TV. If that would make
the TV work (see if volume goes higher or lower for example), then the set-up is fine, and you
can now proceed with the frame fitting. You can use some gaffe tape to stick the IR emitter, to
make sure it does not move once it is correctly stuck.

iv. After you finished installing the frame, the edge with the black bit will need to be positioned
on the outside of the frame, wherever you think fit that the remote will reach it from every side
of the room.

The excess cable can be tucked in the frame. 



3) Orient the Frame with the image of the arrows pointing on the back side and make sure they
are pointing up. (The side that should be up is the side that has wooden blocks and metal strips
which sit on the top part of the TV)

Unfasten the straps and lay them over the frame. 

Rest the top side of the frame on the top edge of the TV and adjust to the left or right until the 
frame opening is centered with the screen. 

Fasten the straps behind the TV until the frame is securely held tight against the TV. 

Enjoy your new bespoke Mirror or Art TV Frame! 

For any queries call +44 (0)208 954 5213 or send 
us an e-mail at 

enquiries@FrameYourTV.co.uk 


